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                        In very little time, SARMS have started to rival anabolic steroids in terms of popularity. And we see telltale signs that they might well replace steroids one day. For now, here’s a beginner’s guide to SARMS. Everything that you...                        Read more
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                        One of the earliest users of Crystal Meth were soldiers during the second World War. Japanese Kamikaze pilots would willingly crash their jets into enemy turf, probably feeling invincible courtesy the methamphetamine flowing through their bodies. Trenbolone has a...                        Read more
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                        Ostarine’s popularity has really upped in the past few years as more and more users have started to look towards SARMS instead of AAS for their bodybuilding goals. The lopsided argument that there’s not enough data to gauge the...                        Read more
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                        What is Ligandrol? Ligandrol (LGD-4033), also known by the name Anabolicum, comes under the umbrella of drugs called selective androgen receptor modulator (SARM). The name “Ligandrol” comes from the pharmaceutical Ligand, that has developed it. The drug is gaining...                        Read more
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                        Stenabolic, also referred to as SR9009, is not a Selective Androgen Receptor Modulator – SARM, even though it’s always promoted as one. It’s a Rev-erba or synthetic drug developed basically for a particular purpose – to study the circadian...                        Read more
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                        Another popular SARM used to treat osteoporosis and muscle wasting is Andarine. It showed great promise in Animal relates studies. Andarine was able to effectively increase muscle mass, strength and bone density. It was however abandoned in early human...                        Read more
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